Creativity Goes
Beyond Art

O

ne artist who is not new to
the Iberian art scene comes
in the most unexpected form.
Karl Heinz Stock, a German
entrepreneur, quietly studied the
basics of stone sculpturing whilst
attaining a degree in economy.
He set up his own studio in 1987
while simultaneously advancing in
his career as a banker. This
double life of a hard-working
businessman and sculptural artist
was not an easy one but while his
job brought him financial success,
his passion for art allowed his
creativity to flow.

G

iven Karl Heinz’s
multifaceted persona, when
asked if he would describe
himself as an artist, he candidly
replies “I see myself not as an
artist but as a designer and a
developer of projects which are
not limited to art but also extend
to social 1 and economical 2
structures.”

N

otwithstanding all the fruits
he has borne from his
labour in the business world, Karl
Heinz is private by nature and
enjoys the fulfilment that his art
brings him. In the far reaches of
his mind sway forms, which he
cannot keep from the physical
world. He describes where his
inspiration comes from: “My
sculpturing work, specifically the
Graces in this context, is generally
based on strong organic elements,
which I see as the best
interpretation of full bodied
women.

“I SEE MYSELF NOT AS AN ARTIST BUT AS A

1 Deixem-nos Respirar: www.deixemnosrespirar.com.

DESIGNER AND A DEVELOPER OF PROJECTS...”

2 Quinta dos Vales winery whose wines have won over 90 national and international medals and awards for their
quality.

Working mainly in polystyrene
and fibreglass, this technique
allows me to easily create these
oversized women bodies that
seem to defy gravity and float like
ballerinas in motion. I believe I
have achieved the very delicate
balance between opulence and
lightness”.

I

n spite of the originality of his
creations he humbly accepts
that art at its core is never
something original but rather the
result of one’s interpretation,
stating “This is nothing new.
Sculptures with this theme were
already made 40,000 years ago.
Art is not genuine but can only be
the materialised perception of

what one has seen in nature or in
other artists’ work”. When
prompted to answer which artists
inspired him the most, he names
three without hesitation: “Modern

sculpture interpretations which
inspired me are those of Henry
Moore, Fernando Botero and
Niki de Saint Phalle.”

S

earching for a new project, as
always, Karl Heinz formed
the KHSculptorGroup and
sought to provide a blank canvas
for other artists to portray their
own interpretations. Two such
canvases were in the form of near
life-sized bears and elephants:
“The sculptures are intentionally
simplified to give room for artists
to freely express themselves
without being overpowered by the
sculpture. I invited 35 artists
residing in the Algarve to
transform the sculptures into
sculpture-paintings as seen in
Dance of the Bears3 and
4
Passion ”.

3 “Dance of the Bears” based on the ancient Chinese proverb “The journey of ten thousand miles starts with the
first step”.
(http://www.quintadosvales.eu/website/public-downloads/directory/Publications/Brochures/dance_of_the_bears.pdf)
4 “Passion” based on the artistic premiss “Passion – The force that drives us” and “If elephants can climb trees,
nothing is impossible”.
(http://www.quintadosvales.eu/website/public-downloads/directory/Publications/Brochures/passion_web.pdf)

A

fter having settled in
Portugal, and while running
the up-and-coming Quinta dos
Vales, his wine and art farm in
Estombar (where he grows
internationally recognized awardwinning wines under the label
“Marquês dos Vales”), Karl
Heinz decided it was time to
share the group’s creations with
the public, with his first exhibition
taking place in 2009. Since then
there have been 25 public and
private exhibitions 5 in venues

such as shopping centres and
museums in major cities, not only
in the Algarve, but also
throughout Portugal, such as a
“Passion” exhibition at Casa da
Guia in Cascais. Most notably,
Karl Heinz was the only artist,
after famous Portuguese stone
artist João Cutileiro, to be
permitted to exhibit in Fortaleza,
a historical monument located in
Sagres, the south-westernmost
point of Europe.

I

n 2012 his collection of art
projects also travelled across
the Spanish border to be on
display at the Kempinski Hotel
Bahía in Estepona. And
recognition isn’t limited to the
Iberian Peninsula. Offers for his
touring exhibitions were received
from Germany and Switzerland,
but unfortunately time logistics
and cost constraints forced Karl
Heinz to decline, due to the utter
delicacy of the sculptures.

5 His installations of Graces, Dance of the Bears, Passion, Reunion of the Bulls and the Elephant Tree have been
visited by an estimated 2 million people and seen also in English, German, Dutch and Portuguese television
channels. Many great venues have hosted his exhibitions over the years:
?
Forum Algarve - Faro;
?
Forum Coimbra;
?
Almada Forum;
?
W-Shopping - Santarém;
?
Gramacho Golf - Lagoa;
?
Benamor Golf - Tavira;
?
Martinhal Beach Resort &

Hotel – Sagres;
?
Museu de Faro;

?
Longevity Wellness Resort -

Monchique;
?
Largo dos Pescadores Carvoeiro;
?
Praça Central - Monchique;
?
FATACIL - Lagoa;
?
Museu de Portimão;
?
Quartel da Atalaia – Tavira;
?
Fortaleza - Sagres;

?
Castelo de Silves;
?
Vale D'Oliveiras - Carvoeiro;
?
Monte Santo Resort -

Carvoeiro;
?
ArtCatto Gallery - Quinta do
Lago;
?
ArtCatto Gallery - Loulé;
?
Casa da Guia - Cascais;
?
Hotel Kempinski - Estepona.

H

e then discloses
information about his latest
creation and the difficulties in
finding a space worthy to exhibit
it in: “Another project is already
fully completed but I am holding
it back because I want to premier
it at a grand venue. The concept
is of a touring exhibition of globes
inspired by the five continents
and focusing on three distinct
aspects - its people, nature and
characteristics - unified and

displayed on two Saturn-like
rings. To gain as much audience
as possible, I would prefer to start
in a prominent shopping centre
in Portugal, where I requested
already the full use of the atrium
for 4 weeks, but this has not been
achieved so far. With a required
exhibition space of around
2
600m , it is a more complex
project with high logistics
requirements, especially taking
into consideration the character

of a permanent moving
wandering exhibition”. A stage
will eventually be found to
showcase the grandeur embodied
in these creative sculptures.

M

eanwhile, work never
ceases for the German
artist and further exhibitions are
already in planning.

The Elephant Tree

